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QUESTION: 1
When you define a new LDAP configuration in Directory Access, you might need to enter a
Distinguished Name and password for the connection. Distinguished Name refers to
________.

A. the name of the root user on the LDAP server
B. the canonical name of a normal user on the Mac OS X client computer
C. the name of the account required by your LDAP server to perform queries
D. the short name of a user with administrator permission on the client computer

Answer: C

QUESTION: 2
You create a read/write image of a server volume using Disk Utility. The image will be
copied to target volumes using Apple Software Restore (ASR). What step can you take to
prepare the source image?

A. Verify the image using hdiutil checksum, and run asr -imagescan.
B. Compress the image using hdiutil convert, and run asr -imagescan.
C. Rename the volume with hdiutil -volume, and verify the image with hdiutil verify.
D. Verify that the image is Read only using hdiutil -readonly, and compress the image with
hdiutil compress.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 3
Which statement is NOT true of cross-realm authentication between a key distribution
center (KDC) running on Mac OS X Server 10.3 and another KDC?

A. User accounts must exist in both domains.
B. A TGT from a trusted domain is accepted in a second domain.
C. Cross-realm authentication is a standard built into Kerberos V5.
D. ktutil -trust is used to create a cross-realm trust relationship.

Answer: D
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QUESTION: 4
Which TWO commands will capture Rendezvous packets only? (Choose TWO.)

A. sudo tcpdump -i en0 dst port 53
B. sudo tcpdump -i en0 dst port 5375
C. sudo tcpdump -i en0 dst port 5353
D. sudo tcpdump -i en0 | grep rndz
E. sudo tcpdump -i en0 | grep mdns

Answer: C, E

QUESTION: 5
Which THREE Ethernet network settings can you configure from System Preferences?
(Choose THREE.)

A. speed
B. duplex
C. Ethernet ID
D. verbose logging
E. maximum packet size
F. maximum number of hops to gateway

Answer: A, B, E

QUESTION: 6
The dig command queries the DNS server ________.

A. through configd
B. through nslookup
C. through lookupd
D. directly

Answer: D
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QUESTION: 7
________ contains information describing the physical network interfaces installed on a
Mac OS X 10.3 computer.

A. /etc/inetd.conf
B. /var/db/netinfo/local.nidb
C. /Library/NetworkInterfaces/system_profiler.plist
D. /Library/Preferences/SystemConfiguration/NetworkInterfaces.plist

Answer: D

QUESTION: 8
Which THREE events occur when you start Personal File Sharing from the Sharing pane of
System Preferences? (Choose THREE.)

A. The AppleFileServer process starts.
B. /etc/afp.conf updates to say ENABLE=-YES-.
C. /etc/xinetd.d/afp updates to say DISABLE=-NO-.
D. /etc/hostconfig updates to say AFPSERVER=-YES-.
E. The value of the guestAccess property in com.apple.AppleFileServer.plist changes to
true.
F. The value of the enable property of Personal File Sharing in com.apple.sharing.firewall.plist
changes to 1.

Answer: A, D, F

QUESTION: 9
Which is a limitation of using lookupd -d?

A. The daemon, lookupd, is interactive.
B. The lookupd -d command is used to find information on DNS resolution.
C. The results of the lookupd -d command are from a new instance of lookupd.
D. If configured to use DSAgent, the lookupd -d command will get the same results as
DirectoryService.

Answer: C
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